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Are you interested in taking
your senior executive team to a
higher level of performance?
Has your senior team expanded?
Have you onboarded new members
and are yet to see the alignment
and teamwork you desire?
In an effort to develop people
throughout the organization,
have you neglected your most
senior team members?
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Executive Leaders is a strategic
coaching experience, bringing
senior leadership teams together
monthly with an executive
coach to strategize and solve
important business challenges
while learning and reflecting on
leadership topics.
Just as with a professional sports team, the coach
joins the executive team to provide strategic support,
helping them navigate through complexities as one
high performing team in order to gain a competitive
advantage. In addition to group sessions, leaders are
free to schedule individual time with their coach to
discuss their own growth priorities, self-awareness,
and to tackle their greatest challenges.
Leaders describe feeling refreshed, clearer, and
better aligned with their peers, after leaving their
monthly sessions.
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Executive Leaders Approach
and Methodology
Executive Leaders is a 12-month strategic leadership
program that develops executive leadership
teams by working together and on the same page
by discussing and working on actual business
challenges. Imbedded in these discussions are
reflections and learnings on relevant research-based
leadership and strategy methods and approaches.
Sessions are highly interactive, starting with a
business discussion where leaders share their most
pressing challenges with a focus on supporting on
another and solving these challenges. If leaders are
working from a current strategic plan, progress to
achieving the outcomes is discussed monthly in
order to help.
Incorporated into the discussion are relevant
leadership content and methods in order to help
the team apply new ideas, thinking, and methods to
their practice of leadership. In addition, it provides
a structured way to advance the team towards
achieving greater outcomes.
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The coach incorporates discussions on a relevant
leadership topic in order to provide ideas and
methods to advance the team’s performance,
organizational culture and employee engagement,
and to advance the team towards achieving higher
outcomes for the business and organization.
At the start of the program, feedback is collected
about each leader using a customized leadership
assessment called, Executive 360 Assessment.
The feedback gathered during this process
informs the direction of the program and monthly
agendas. In addition, the Executive Coach meets
monthly with the CEO to confirm an agenda
that is focused on discussing the most pressing
issues, and HumanPoint then creates the content
to facilitate the discussion.
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LEADERSHIP TOPICS
Here is a list of popular leadership topics and teams
decide month to month what they want to cover in
the following month, based on their priorities and
current challenges.
Strategy and
Driving Results

Change
Management

Performance
Management

Decision Making

Leading Change

Creating a Culture of
Trust

Strategic Thinking

Building Support for
Change

Holding Leaders and
Teams Accountable

Problem Solving

Leading into the
Unknown

Leadership
Philosophy and
Practice

Strategic Foresight

Communicating with
Clarity

Goal Setting

Setting a Vision

Persuasive
Communication

Creating a Feedback
Culture

Driving Higher
Employee
Engagement

Maintaining a High
Trust Culture During
Times of Change

Creating a Values
Based Culture

Setting a Strategy
and Prioritization

Solving Adaptive
Challenges

Attracting, Retaining,
and Developing Top
talent

EXECUTIVE LEADERS PROGRAM PRICING
The cost of a 12-month Executive Leaders Program
ranges from $4,500-$9,500 per month, depending
on the number of leaders and sessions.
Contact us to schedule a planning session, we will
then follow up with a proposed plan and final pricing.
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About HumanPoint
Everything we do is driven by our core belief: there is no maximum
to human potential. HumanPoint empowers executives and managers
to run highly engaged teams where people feel valued and goals
get accomplished.
We work with intelligent leaders to drive meaningful transformation on
the human side of the business.
Our relationships are built on trust and making good on our promises.
We strive to guide our clients to reach their maximum potential by
individually tailoring our solutions to provide fast and lasting change.
Founded in 2007, HumanPoint is headquartered in Bellevue, Washington
with clients located throughout the United States.
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